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Cheerleader's Case
Remains Upsettled
Paul Livingston
Wednesday afternoon New
Mexico District Court Judge Jack.
Love ruled that Vurne Bobbs will
not lead cheers at Saturday's
football game in El Paso. A
temporary restraining order which
had been issued Friday was lifted
because Bobbs had failed to
exhaust his remedies within the
University's procedure.
Judge Love asked Bobbs to show
that he had received a final decision
from the University Regents,
Bobbs' attorney, Tommie Jewell,
argued that such a decision could
not be obtain~d until President Bud
Davis had made his decision.
The Court's action resulted from
a Sept. 6 incident at Johnson Gym
in which Bobbs allegedly slapped
another cheerleader,
Ruthann
McCarthy. Following that incident,
Bobbs was suspended by UNM
Vice-President Marvin "Swede"
Johnson. Despite a decision of the
Student Standards and Grievances
Committee, Johnson maintains
that Bobbs must remain suspended
until "the conclusion of the administrative process." That
process, explained UNM attorney
Joe McClaugherty, is not con·
eluded until the case has been heard
by the Regents, who retain
"ultimate power and authority."
The question before the Court,
said Judge Love, is "must you
exhaust your adminhtrative
remedies before coming to Court?"
Shortly thereafter, he answered that
question, saying, "I'm going to rule
that you do.''
Bobbs' attorney contended that a
denial of due process made this a
civil rights case. The University
position is that an original decision
must remain in effect until the
conclusion of the process. It was

agreed that the process had been
interupted by the removal of the
dispute to District Court.
Judge Love appeared troubled by
the university procedure and
allowed Johnson to testify about
prior university practice in such
cases. Johnson said that he recalled
only one such case, and that the
original punishment imposed
remained in effect until the
President had heard the appeal.
Love told Bobbs that he must
"do everything in your power" to
bring the case before the Regents
before October 31. He said that if
President Davis ha.d ruled before
that time "that's the end of the
lawsuit.''
The university insisted that it has
a right to conclude its internal
procedure prior to a hearing in
District Court. When Johnson was
asked what effect the Student
Standards. and Grievances Committee could have, he said that it
has "force and effect only if there's
no appeal." In the case of an
appeal, which can be taken by
either side, the Committee has "no
effect, 1 ' Johnson concluded.
University attorneys entered,
over Jewell's objections, copies of
Doily Lobo stories and an editorial.
Although Jewell said they were
"hearsay and prejudice, having no
probitive value," Judge Love said
that they reflected "impact on the
University community" and "if
they're on this subject matter, I'll
admit them."
At the conclusion of the ninetyminute hearing Judge Love entered
his order continuing the hearing
until October 31 at 4 p.m. and
lifting and quashing the temporary
restraining order. University attorneys appeared to consider this a
victory.

A ga$ line exploded west of Albuquerque yesterday at about 6 p.m., killing one person. The flames
from the explosion could be seen as far away as Los Lunas at one point. A 2 1·2 mile section around
the area wu closed ott. (Photo by Randy Montoya)

United States Signs Major Deal
To Sell Grain to China for 4 Years
estimated at only 181 million tons,
well below all predictions.
Carter came under severe
criticism from American farmers
when he banned further sales to
Moscow but sources said he hopes
to recoup support with the China
accord and at the sarne time underline the potency of America's
"agricultural weapon" in international politics.
After two months of highly
secretive negotiations, stalled once
because of Chinese anger at news
leaks, U.S. Ambassador Leonard
Woodcock and Foreign Trade
Minister Li Qiang signed the
agreement which will guarantee
China at least 6 million and up to 9
million tons of grain annually for
four years starting Jan. 1.
The deal is for IS-20 percent corn
and the rest is for urgently-needed
wheat to cover an expected 6
reliance on overseas oil, Nash said, percent drop this year in China's
the dependance grew from IS own harvest. In addition, another
percent imported oil to 30 percent major supplier, Australia, is exin the 1960's. Nash said that this pected to slash exports to the
grew again in the 1970's from 30 world's la='gest population, because
percent to 4S percent dependence
on foreign sources of oil.
"There is a need for coordination," Nash said. "The
previous energy crises lacked a
comprehensive energy policy." He
said that in the future, there must
be a development of alternative
energy sources, intensive domestic
United Press International
exploration, and a need for a
President Carter carne out
national energy policy.
fighting
Wednesday,
likening
Wynn, another of the speakers, Ronald Reagan to Richard Nixon
spoke about human beings and
and saying Republican 11 horse
their interactions with each other manure ..• is getting pretty deep
and with energy. ' 1This culture is all over this country." ugly," he said. "It is overRonald
Reagan
was
in
competitive. There is no motivation Shreveport, La., where he said he
to the young except get, get, get. It plans to drop the hostage issue,
has sold itself out to the media. It regain the offensive and put the
submits to wanting, wanting, focus of the campaign back on
wanting."
Carter's 1 'record of'failure."
Wynn said that people spe11d
But a few minutes later he was
their time figuring ways of how to explaining to a college audience
get more energy when we should be that he would not dismantle Social
continued from page 6
Security as Carter bas charged.
PEKING (UPI) - China and the
United States signed a major fouryear grain deal Wednesday which
will give American farmers an
annual $1 billion bonanza and
could win their support for
PresidentCarter's re-election bid.
The deal coincided with the
announcement by the Soviet Union
- already hit by a U.S. grain
embargo because of the invasion of
Afghanistan
of another
disastrous .crop forecast for 1980,

Professors Discuss Energy Crisis,
Need for Co111prehensive Policy
Robert Sanehez
The last program discussing
election issues of the 1980
presidential campaign was held
Tuesday evening. Energy was the
topic discussed.
UNM history professor and
former chairman of the History
Department, Gerald Nash, spoke
on 1 ' America's Past Energy
Crisis;" UNM law professor AI
Utton
spoke on 11 Energy
Resources;" and the first director
of the New Mexico Humanities
Council (1972 to 1973) and former
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences at UNM (1964 to 1969),
Dudley Winn, spoke about human
lifestyles and rationalization about
the energy crisis.
Nash spoke about the energy
crises the United States experienced
in previous years. He said that after
World War I the United States was
dependent on the navy for defense,
and the navy was changing from
burning coal to diesel fuel. There
was not. enough diesel fuel to keep
the navy fleets going~ Nash said, so

the navy had to "requisition" the
oil.
Nash said that the solution to this
crisis was conservation; a government stimulation of domestic oil
production, mostly through tax
policies; and overseas exploration.
11
World War II was the first air
war," Nash said. He said that the
planes needed 100 octane gasoline,
and there was not enough to go
around, so there was another
shortage.
The solutions to this crisis, Nash
said, were gasoline rationing by the
government; production control
using subsidies and tax credits for
domestic production; and the
search for overseas oil, particularly
in Saudi Arabia.
Nash said that at this time, the
United States was five percent
dependent on Saudi Arabia. There
was an import quota set by the
administration for IS percent of the
oil to be imported and 8S percent of
the oil produced domestically. Then
because the population began to
buy more cars and the administration placed a gres·
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of its own bad harvest.
The Chinese have already been
buying U.S. grain this year but the
Peking accord is the first long-term
agreement between the two
countries and agricultural experts
predicted it would result in annual
profits of $1 billion for American
farmers.
Officials said the accord would
"facilitate expanding trade and
U.S. production planning on
Chinese import requirements. It
will also help regularize trade from
year to year between the two
countries."
The China grain agreement
signalled a new spurt in
SinoAmerican trade which is
currently running at around $4
billion a year but which is expected
to jump to at least $10 billion by
198S.
China has become America's
major communist trading partner
and the grain deal is the latest in a
series of recent accords which
include textiles, civil aviation,
shipping and consular services.

Carter Comes Out Fighting,
Compares Reagan to Nixon
At an outdoor rally in Waco
during a one-day campaign swing in
quest of Texas' 26 electoral votes,
Carter showed obvious delight in
comparing Reagan's statement
about having "some ideas" on how
to gain release of the hostages to
Nixon's 1968 "secret plan" to end
the VieUlam War.
~<former
President Richard
Nixon ..• has been writing
campaign advisory memos for
Ronald Reagan," the president
said. ''When I saw where Ronald
Reagan was getting his advice, 1
began to understand a few of the
continued on page 5
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Y. PROFESSIONS CLUB

Veterinary career Night
(all students invited)

Frank H. Coons D.V.M.
will present a film and discussion
on careers in Veterinary Medicine.

TONIGHT
7:30p.m. EDUCATION 104
Also:
Information .on volunteer programs.
And:
City of Albuquerque Parks & Recreation
Therapeutic Rec. Programs slide show
and United Cerebral Palsey foundation
fund raising
SKATE·A·THON
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World News

Tehran Says U.S. Meets
Conditions For Release

by United Press International

Poland's Labor Leaders Request
TV Time To Speak With Ci.tizens
CZESTOCHOWA,
Poland
(UP!) - Having cleared the way
for official recognition by the
courts, leaders of Poland's largest
labor coalition met with television
officials today to ask for broadcast
time to speak to the Polish people.
The newspaper Zyvce Warszawy
said a delegation from the 8million-member Solidarity labor
coalition met with government
press spokesman Jerzy Barecki, and
deputy chairman of radio-tv Jan
Grzelak to discuss "access of the
union to mass media."
The newspaper said both sides

favored continued talks on the
issue.
Labor activist Lech Walesa,
leader of Solidarity, said the unions
were asking for a 10-minute to ISminute program to be broadcast
nationwide.
Although the labor coalition said
Tuesday a compromise was reached
with the Warsaw District Court th~tt
should lead to the official
registration of the organization
Friday, the union h~ts come under
new pressure.
For 27 days, the court delayed a
decision on the union because of its

~ 1980 Beer Brewed

Iranian
Pritne
Minister
Mohammed Ali Rajai Wednesday
suddenly raised hopes that the
American hostages might soon be
free.
Rajai told a Tehran news conference that the United States had
accepted Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini's four conditions for the
release of the S2 American hostages
held by Iran for 354 days. The
anniversary of their capture is Nov.
4, election day in the United States.
Rajai rejected any link between
the release of the Americans and
the resumption of supplies of
American military spare parts,
which Tehran needs for its war with
Iraq.
In Washington, State Department spokesman John Trattner
repeatedly refused to answer
reporters' questions about whether
the United State considered itself to
have met tht four conditions laid
down by Khomeini.
Trattner said, however, that the
atmosphere of optimism about a
resolution of the hostage crisis
"arises from facts which are simply
not in view."
Tehran sources reached by
telephone from London said Rajai
left it unclear whether the Majlis,
Iran's parliament, would now
impose further conditions.
Nevertheless,
the
prime
minister's comment represented a
radical shift by a representative of
Iran's hardline Islamic fundamentalists.
"I am sure they (the Americans)
were ready to meet whatever has
been brought up as the basic
principles in the form of conditions
laid down by the Imam
(Khomeini)," Rajai was quoted as
saying.
And Rajai went on to say, "The
hostages are not a problem for the

refusal to include a paragraph in its
proposed charter referring to the
Communist Party's leading role in
Polish affairs.
The impasse was broken after the
union agreed to accept the
reference, but only in a side
protocol and not in the charter
itself, union leaders said.
But late Tuesday, Mieczyslaw
Rakowski, a Central Committee
member and editor-in-chief of the
party paper Polityka, said it would
be better for the renovation process
at home and for the fate of Poland
if the controversial paragraph were
inc! uded in the charter.
He said Solidarity had become a
mass organization and must have a
political face. Without the key
paragraph, he said, "one could
speculate what the targets of
Solidarity might be."
Such pressure could mean a lastminute snag in the registration
process. In past cases, 95 percent of
the proposed unions were registered
at the first court session. Any new
disagreement would call for a
second - and final - registration
session.
Otherwise, the two sides were
believed to have worked out a
formula allowing Solidarity to
operate as a nationwide union
another past point of disagreement.

Cia yton Aquitted
On All 6 Charges

..,

. ........__

HOUSTON (UPI) - A federal
jury Wednesday found Texas
House Speaker Bill Clayton innocent of charges he took a $5,000
bribe to usc his influence for
awarding a $76 million state insurance contract.
Austin law partners Randall
Wood and Donald Ray, Clayton's
co-defendants, were acquitted of
charges they conspired with
Clayton to influence the bidding on
the lucrative state contract.
Clayton and his wife burst into
tears when the verdict was announced and hugged one another
when a court clerk announced "not
guilty" on the last of six counts.
Clayton shook hands with and
thanked every juror. He and his
wife, Delma, then rushed out of the
courtroom to call their son and
daughter at their homes in Texas'
Panhandle.
One juror said no votes were
taken until Wednesday afternoon
when, on a show of hands, the first
ballot was 11-1 in favor of acquittal
on all counts.

Paris Designers
Switch to the Mini

Now comes Miller time.

PARIS (UPl) - The king of
Paris fashion, Yves Saint Laurent,
made it official Wednesday miniskirts are back.
Saint Laurent's switch to ministhe short skirt that was the fashion
craze of the late 1960's • was expected to persuade international
buyers gathered in Paris for a series
of fashion shows to stock shorter
skirts in their stores.
The Saint Laurent pleated mid·
thigh skirts flipped and swung and
feminine underwear flashed when
the models twirled at the designer
showing which closed the spring
ready-to-wear collections.
There were tnini ballooning
dresses in blindingly white cotton
and a polka dotted mini, with a
crenalleted hem.
Saint Laurent bared more than
legs. Long gowns displayed one
nude shoulder. Two bare tnidriff
dresses had tight, short skirts tied in
front in huge bows.
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Donor Requests Dedication to Alumna

$1 99

& garlic bread
.
Tues & Thurs night 4 P.M. • 10 P.M.
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Big River proudly presents

Linda Ronstadt
in concert

FAT
HUMPHREY'S ®
3624 Central S.E •
at Central and Carlisle

266-1981

The 1980 • 81
student directories
are now available at
the following locations:
• SUB Information Center
• U NM Bookstore
• Student Activities Center,
New Mexico Union Bulldling

For only $1 and your·
valid student
I.D. card you get:
·A complete listing of the
phone numara of 111 dep•rt·
menta and divisions on the
UNMc•mpus.
·A complete lilting of reglst·
ered students on the
university campus.

with special guest star

Joe Ely

Friday, October 31,
Tingley Golisium
Tickets at all ticket master locations
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United States. We are in the process
of resolving the issue.''
Khomeini's four conditions were:
-Return of the late Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi's wealth;
-The unfreezing of more than
$8 biUion of Iranian assets in
American-owned banks;
-A pledge not to interfere in
Iranian affairs;
-A promise not to make any
claims against Iran as a result of the
hostage issue.
Trattner said the Un.ited States
"stands ready to take a number of
steps,"
He did not list those steps, but in
a letter sent to Iran by Secretary of
State Edmund Muskie, the United
States did offer a pledge of nonintereference in Iran's affairs and,
in effect, to resume normal trade
relations after the hostages were
released.
Children from the Child Care Co-op put their names on the dotted line with tingorpalnts. Their poster
Trattner said, "The only object is tor a Tupperware tundralser Oct. 28 from 9 to noon in the SUB. (Photo by Linda Williams)
of the exercise is to get the release
of the hostages.
On the most troubling of the four
points listed by Khomeini, the
return of the late shah's assets,
Trattner said, "We have no clear
idea how much there is, nor where Julie Nicholson
Hodgin Hall, the oldest building her as an unoflidal grandmother
it is.' In the past, the State
on campus, is now housing the for his children.
Department has said the United
The interior design and furThe UNM Alumni Association geography department but will be
States would not stand in the way has received its largest donation so used as an office building and nishings of Hodgin Hall was
of Iranian attempts to recover the far toward the restoration of alumni center upon completion of recently allocated $125,000 through
funds through the U.S. court Hodgin Hall.
its renovation. The "new" third the UNM Alumni Association's
system.
Caswell Silver, a 1940 graduate of floor will be used for meetings and restoration fund.
Rajai's comments, his first on the UNM and a Denver resident, banquets.
Howard said, "Our original goal
hostages since visiting New York recently donated all of the funding
for the fund drive was to raise
Silver, chairman of the board of $200,000. It looks like reaching that
last week to address the U.N. needed to renovate the top floor of
Security Council, came shortly the building, Melissa Howard, directors of an oil company based amount will be no problem, so I do
after Tehran Radio said Iran would UNM Alumni and Special Projects in Denver, requested that the not think we will stop when we get
structure be dedicated to Irma there."
not make the slightest move to editor, said.
Bobo, a graduate of UNM and an
oblige President Carter by signaling
Other smaller donations have
The gift is large enough to cover elementary school principle with
possible release of the hostages.
the major structural overhaul of the whom Silver boarded while he was been made. For $1,000 gifts the
In an indication of possible new floor and to decorate and furnish it.
donor will receive his name
attending UNM, Howard said.
conditions, Rajai said, "of course,
engraved in a stairstep in the hall,
"This is by far the biggest gift we
we have to explain what is meant by have. received since we began our
Silver had special feelings for Howard said. ASUNM recently
all the demands."
fund drive last year,' • Howard said. Bobo. Howard said Silver spoke of donated $2,000.
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Commentary

by Linda Williams

DOONESBURY

Maximize Your Minis In Fashion
It has often been said that history runs its course in
cycles. This may be true, but fashion seems to take its
course not in cycles, but in vertical ups and downs.
It has now been decided by Paris' fashion king Yves
Saint Laurent that it is time for the miniskirt to make
its reappearance.
I really do not mind it when skirts get shorter. I can
always alter my old ones into a fashionable mode with
a pair of scissors and a needle and thread. Of course,
that means nothing for those who do not sew.
Even if some of us can alter our clothes with the ebb
and flow of fashion trends, the rest will still have to
spend a near fortune in clothes costs just to keep
people from giving them weird looks.
What is really bad is that when the miniskirt goes
out of style and Paris "experts" decide it Is time for a
longer length, we will all be spending a fortune to get
back into the swing of things. Even if you can sew,

IT~ Mlr£, /J.P.

by Garry Trudeau

continued from page 1
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hava you ever tried to add seven inches to a skirt? The
only way I would know how to do it is to add scrap
material to the bottom of the skirt.
Maybe with enough pressure, Paris could make that
fashionable as well, if they haven't already thought of
it.

\
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There is one other alternative that is even more
practical and was practiced several years ago when
this situation of "up" and "down" got out of hand,
Instead of bothering with the whole mess of
lowering hem lines and then raising them again, we
can just have zip on hem lines for any occasion or style
mode. This course of action worked rather well with
coats back in high school days.
I'm sure it would make Paris happy to know that we
we're all economizing and staying up, and down, with
the fashions all at the same time.
I'm sure the building tension has nothing to do with
the fact that all the projects I had to do by semester's
end have not been st;~rted yet, Everyone knows you
can cram 50 hours' work into 15 if it is absolutely
necessary.
Of course, the fact that my roommates are also in
school and snapping more and more with each poor
test result can't be affecting my easy going, peaceful
attitude - or can these things be having some adverse effect?
Now, I wouldn't say I envy those beings wandering
around campus looking as if they hadn't a trouble In
the world. I don't, I just wonder what non-students
are doing on campus. I mean, don't they have
anything better to do? If not, maybe that's why they
look so peaceful.
Actually, I feel much better this semester. I decided
no matter what, I'll sleep at least 15 hours weekly. And
food. I'll eat smething other than Mr. Vendor Specials
for at least the first two days after Pay Day. And I
bought my roommates a case of .beer yesterday. That
gave me one night of peace, anyway.
Now, about those outrageous requests from
professors with projects due. I've got plans to
striaghten them out, too. I went to the rollerskate
shop the other day, and bought some pads. Soon, I'll
go marching in there on my knees, and let them have a
Editor:
piece of my mind. Then I'll beg - I'll even cry if I have
to - just as long as l don't fail.
1am writing this letter in response to the editorial appearing in The Daily
After that, maybe I will return to my usual summery
Lobo on Oct. 21, 1980, No Special Treatment Justified.
self. One more thing I guess I need to do first, though.
Vurne Bobbs is not seeking any special treatment or consideration from
I'd better go charge my plane ticket to Mom's ~;~c
the university. The only reason that Vurne Babbs has to seek redress in
count.
district court is because he has been dealt with unfairly by the administration. Vurne has been cleared by the Grievance Committee but, he
has still not been allowed to cheer with the squad. Is this fair treatment?
The student Grievance Committee reviewed the case on Oct. 8 and two
student senators and three faculty members reinstated Vurne because of
Ti
no evidence that McCarthy was abused. Why do you find it necessary to
-I~ 0
S€LJ..
II take sides in an issue such as this when Vurne Bobbs did in factfollow the
"I'*TS~t proced. ures lined out in the UNM Pathfinder. I find it very discouraging as a
A
'T1l
~""-i student and also a citizen of these "free United States" that you would
,-.U.. arrE"IR,
verbally abuse a young man because he wishes to exercise his right to a
EGtlliPIM
1
.· ' fair trial in a court of law and not continue to deny himself justice.
1 l cannot understand why a newspaper run by students for students
~
1
~ .
would want slap anoth?r fellow student in the face for a crime that was
':.:f..:...~.
never committed. Please 1n the future try to address yourself to problems
~
that affect all of us and don't knock down a man for trying to do the right
thing.

Letters

Reader Feels Cheerleader
Has Been Treated Unfairly

It seems no matter how hard I try, I always get tense
the closer it gets to the holidays, or more accurately,
the end of the semester. I don't know why. It couldn't
have anything to do with the fact that I promised my
folks I'd visit over Christmas, and I hate asking for
money, but , . , I really don't think I want to hitch all
the way to Denver.
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change the election in ci thcr way that's the smoking gun." He said
next Tuesdayis debate with Carter
might be decisive "in the sense of
undecideds who use this to make up
their minds."
John Anderson, in a speech to
the National Press Club in
Washington, said any discussion on
the administration's role before the
seizure of the embassy in Tehran
should wait until after the hostages
are released.
But he said the administration
will have many questions to answer
then, particularly about its failure
to take steps to prevent an attack on
the embassy when it decided to
admit the Shah to the United States
for treatment,

Murc L. Mervis
Two professors in electrical and
computer engineering have indicated that the closing of Pertec
Computer Corp. in Albuquerque
will have little impact on the
department's educational program
or the computer industry in New
Mexico.
Roy A. Colclascr, head of the
department's solid-state lab, said
Pcrtec "is a relatively small outfit,
not a significant employer in
Albuquerque. Pertec has not been a
real major force in the computer
industry."
Pcrtcc announced Tuesday it
would close its Albuquerque plant
and move operations to its company headquarters in Irvine, Calif.
In closing the plant, Pcrtec is
laying off 200 employees. It will
keep 50 employees on the payroll
until Dec. 23, when local
production is expected to come to a
halt. Fifty persons will be offered
positions at its plant in California.
Closing of the plant came as a
surprise since Pertec had broken
ground for a new plant in Academy
Industrial Park in September, 1979.
A work force of up to 500 employees was expected. The closing
left 100 employees immediately out
of work.

A UNM doctor is accepting
applications from women who want
to participate in a study designed to
determine if taking iron pills will

KUNMToHold
First Open House
KUNM will hold its first open
house at noon Saturday to which
over 9,000 people have been in·
vited, according to Barton Bod,
interim general manager,
"This will give ail the faithful
listeners an opportunity to meet the
D.J. 's which they have been
listening to," he said, "and see
what they really look like,"
The open house will include tours
of the station and free refreshments.

SubniiJ~on!l poUty

------

"I think the American people are
the losers in a two-man debate,"
Anderson said. "I can speak out as
frankly and, maybe even as
caustically as I can, but we will be
working overtime, I think, between
now and Tuesday next to discuss if
there is not some even more
dramatic way" to get across to the
American people.

John M. Brayer, associate
professor of electrical and computer engineering, said Pertec's
"effort here was kind of weak.
They never really got established
here."
With Digital Equipment Corp.
going strong in Albuquerque,
Brayer indicated Pertec's closing
would have little affect on the
computer industry in New Mexico.
He said other computer firms are
still planning to move to the state.
Joe Shindel, Digital employment
manager, indicated Wednesday that
conversation between his company
and Pertec may result in the hiring
of some unemployed workers in
"specific job functions" where
openings exist.
Digital is the world's largest
mini-computer company with some
60,000 employees in 30 plants
around the world. It is the second
largest computer company in the
world, Shindel said.
A little more than 1,000 are
employed at its Albuquerque plant
off Frontage Road in the Northeast
Heights. About 350,000 square feet
arc used for manufacturing at
present. Shindel said the company
expects to add 150,000 square feet
to the Albuquerque plant within a
year,

enable them to donate blood more
often.
Dr. Toby Simon, a UNM medical
school faculty member and Medical
Director of United Blood Services,
said 300 female volunteers "who
are still actively menstruating'' are
needed for the program.
Simon said, "Women who are
menstruating lose enough iron that
they can't donate blood as often as
men or non-menstruating women."
The two-year study will use three
groups of women, he said, taking
different combinations of iron
supplements and vitamin C and
donating blood about every eight
weeks.
Vitamin C enhances the body's
ability to absorb iron, Simon said.
Anyone interested should call
DebbieJones or Dawn Roseberry at
United Blood Services, 843·6227.
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There's a Dutch masterpiece
inside the bottle, too.

Asked if he now would attempt
to embarrass his rivals over the
debate issue, Anderson said, "I
think they both should be embarmssed.''

Professors Say Education
Will Not Miss Corporation

Helen Guussoin

C:,TLJD'(IIJ~

Arts Editor . . .. .................. , Bob Griffin
Wir<! Editor ................ , ..... Denis McKeon
topy l!ditor •••....•..•... , ... Richard TownSley
SlarfWrllcr ................... Jamr:sC.Johnson
Bu!ilnc!>s Manager •.•...•..••..•. , . Steve Ciccone
IAIItrs: letters to the ediiOr mus:t be t~ped, double
on a 60-space line and signed by the author
with the author's name, addrt~s and telephone
number, They should be no longer than 200 words.
Only the hamc: ot the author will be prh11ed and
names will not ·be withheld.
The DIUy Lobo does. not guarantee publication.
All ,\Ubrni.~siDilS become the ~rOf)trly or the New
Me~ko Dally l.obo and will be edhtd tot length or
libelOus coritent.

t)lings he has been saying a little
better."
Carter recalled that just before
the 1968 election Nixon said he had
a secret plan to end the war in
Vietnam.
"Well, here it is, 12 years later
and we still don't know what Mr:
Nixon's secret plan was to win the
Vietnam War," Carter said.
He also ~aid Republicans "have a
habit of spreading a lot of horse
manure around right before
election . , . it's getting pretty deep
all over this country,''
His barbs brought a few boos but
mostly loud applause and cheering
from a crowd of about 1,500 in an
outdoor rally in Waco, in the heart
of traditionally Democratic central
Texas.
Reagan said Carter's "whole
campaign has been one of personal
attacks, trying to make the issue of
this campaign me, rather than his
record of failure."
"I think there's no question he's
been effective in creating this
stereotype of me, and it is a
stereotype," Reagan said.
The GOP nominee said his own
polls show the election is close and
that he is leading in electoral votes.
He said there is a large undecided
vote which ''in every case can

Females Needed for Sb.1dy

Dill)" Lobo cdltari•IS1111f:
l:dHor . . . . . ...•....•...•.•......... l{c:n Cl'ark
Managing Editor ......•.•.•...••. Susan Schmidt
New~ Editor ...................... Linda Willlam!'i:
S110r1~ Editor •. : .................. Paula Easley
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Carter Likens Reagan
To Former President

' l
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Imported
Beer
A real masterpiece from Holland.
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Campaigners Say Polls
Not Accurate Guideline
.Lee Beck

AIUHon

Dudley Wynn

Gerald Nash

Professors Discuss Energy Crisis
continued from page 1
a>king why should we get more
energy.
"Arc we going where we ought to
or where we want to?" he asked.
Wynn said that in the short ru11,
conservation is the answer, but that
in the long run, an alternate source
of renewable energy must be found.
If the total possible conservation
measures were taken, Wynn said,
with our technology, we could save
27 percent below the growth rate of
our use of energy. He said that
since we arc using energy at an everincreasing rate, there is bound to be
more government involvement, not
less.
The solutions that Wynn
suggested are decreasing our
dependence on foreign energy
sources; developing a new source of
renewable energy; getting over the
more, more, more syndrome,
which, he said, may lead to a better
lifestyle; and planning our needs.
The last speaker for the evening
was AI Utton. He spoke about the
economic and security dilemmas
the United States faces.

"In 1979 the United States spent
$65 billion for imported oil," Utton
said. "In 1979, at $400 an ounce,
all the gold in Fort Knox only
added up to $58 billion."
Utton asked, "How can we stop
the increase of foreign imports?"
He said that the problems of
something like this are greater than
one president can handle.
Utton suggested the idea of
deregulation as the oil companies
have. Utton said, however, that the
proven oil reserves in the United
States have dropped by seven
billion barrels and the domestic oil
production is only 10 billion barrels
each day. Our needs for oil are
greater than can be provided by
domestic production, Utton
concluded, and therefore there can
be no domestic oil solution.
Utton said that the amount of
nuclear energy the country uses for
its energy needs, 13 percent, equals
about 1.25 million barrels of oil
each day. The amount of solar
energy used equals about two
million barrels each day and must

increase to four million barrels each
day by the end of the 1980s.
Utton alse said that the single
biggest thing to stop the increase of
dependence on foreign oil is
conservation, Utton said that
conservation, without changing the
American lifestyle, can save up to
eight million barrels of oil each day.
The election issues were part of a
series of six programs open to the
public which discussed prominant
issues in tlui 1980 presidential
campaign. They were sponsored by
the New Mexico Humanities
Council, the UNM History
Department, the Democratic and
Republican parties of Bernalillo
County and the local Anderson
campaign.
A coordinator of the series,
UNM history professor Steve
Kramer, said, "The content has
been excellent; all the people from
UNM have done a good job." He
added that the history department,
being a co-sponsor of the series,
provided a good comparative
background of the issues.

"Don't count ·Presidential
Candidate John Anderson out
yet."
These arc the words of Kaye
Hemler, office manager for the
John Anderson Headquarters,
located across UNM on Central
Ave.
Hemler said she doesn't have a
lot of faith in presidential polls. She
said she thinks polls do provide
valuable information, but feels the
undecided votes will be the
overriding factor in determining the
election. She said she believes the
undecided votes will go to
Anderson.
Another worker at the campaign
headquarters, Esther Murphy, feels
the undecided votes already
overwhelmingly favor Anderson.
She points to the automobile
bumper stickers and said Anderson
bumper stickers greatly outnumber
all Reagan and Carter bumper
stickers.
Murphy stressed that the polls
taken during the Dewey-Truman
presidential
campaign
showed
Dewey winning by a vast majority,
when Truman actually walked away
with the votes on election day.
Both Murphy and Hemler express anger and resentment by
suggestions that they are fighting a
losing battle by working on the
Anderson campaign. Both insist
they don't become discouraged and
really expect Anderson to win the
election.
Murphy and Hemler are convinced the public does not really
understand the importance of issues
in the campaign. Both said
Anderson is the only candidate who
stresses issues.
Murphy said the campaign could
take a decided turn in Anderson's

favor if, "Reagan ever gets away
from his handlers, and makes a
typica!Reaganblunderagain."
Neither of the volunteer workers
arc concerned that Anderson is a
potential "spoiler" in the
presidential race.
Hemler explained, "Anderson is
after the undecided vote." She
added, "People who have not voted
before, or in many cases have let
their voter registration lapse."
Murphy said even if the election
does go to the Congression!ll House
for a decision, Anderson will be an
extremely important factor in
future governmental issues.
Murphy said one's vote is a
privilege, and the individual ballot
is important. She said each person
should use their power with the
ballot. She said she doesn't understand why qualified voters will
not vote.
She also feels it is very important
for each person to know what the
issues are and then cast their vote
wisely.
The entire staff and workers at
the Anderson Headquarters are
volunteers. Hemler said there has
never been a shortage of volunteers
working at the Central Ave.
·Headquarters.
A sign hanging on the wall at the
headquarters which says, "John
Anderson is running a shoe string
campaign for the presidency,"
seems to accurately describe the
Anderson
campaign
money
problems.
Hemler said donations have
increased considerably for the
Anderson campaign since the
Anderson-Reagan televis on
debates.
The "Volunteers for Anderson"
work many hours each week, but
each say they will stay with
Anderson through Nov. 5.

~~~~~~~~~-~~~------------------~----~~
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Tue. 4, Nov.

ATTENTION

•

STUDENTSI!I

STARTING OCT. 7th, 1980

VILLA HAIR DESIGNS
2914 CENTRAL S.E.
(CENTRAL AND GIRARD)

WILL BE OFFERING
$5.00 OFF ALL CUTS- REG. $15.00
$10.00 OFF ALL PERmS WITH CUT
15% OFF ALL OUR SEBRING PRODUCTS.

THIS OFFER WILL

BE EXTENDED THRU DEC., 1980
WITH VALID ID ONLY

3 SEBRING CERTIFIED CUTTERS

CHALLENGING CIVILIAN
ENGINEERING POSITIONS
WITH PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
Mechanical Engineers
Electrical Engineers
Industrial Engineers
Civil (Structural) Engineers
Nuclear Engineers
Chemical Engineers
• Excellent opportunities for advancement under the
Merit System to Senior Engineer levels with pay levels
in the $22,911 to $35,000 range. All Federal Civil Service Benifits-liberal vacations allowance, paid sick
leave, partially employer-funded life and health insurance programs, excellent retirement plan. Relocation allowance for self and dependents. (U.S. Citizenship required.)
• Puget sound Naval Shipyard, with over 11,000
employees, has been established for over 85 years.
Located in scenic Bremerton on a deep water arm of
Puget Sound with a mild climate, only one hour from
Seattle, recentlY recognized by several publications as
the city with the best "quality of life" in the country.

International Food
Offered Mondays
Lee Beck

continent is represented at the
McNamarra said. One
center,
hundred seventy of the students are
new to the university this year.
She feels ASUNM and other
funding sources should make <In
effort to know how allotted monies
are used and why the money is
needed for future programs.
President of ASUNM, Mario
Ortiz, said the International center
now receives $11,000 from ASUNM.
This amount, he said, is considerably more than what other
student organizations are receiving
from ASUNM. He points O\lt the
other organlzations have a much
higher student representation than
the International Center.
Ortiz said he realizes the
International Center has more and
different needs than other student
organizations.
Ortiz said out of the "$11 ,900,
approximately $8000 goes into
salaries to center employees.
Ortiz,
working
through
ASUNM, was succesful in changing
one of the salaried positions into a
work-study position and in getting
the administration to drop a $1200
rental fee previously charged to the
International Center.

All those UNM students who are
tired of bland cafeteria food and
would like to dine on international
cuisine cooked and served by cooks
from 10 foreign countries can now
make their Monday lunches a
gourmet delight.
The International Center, located
at 1809 Las Lomas, serves lunches
cooked by students from different
countries every Monday from 11:30
to 1:30,
Proceeds from the lunches pay
for center programs and activities.
laona McNamarra, director of
the center, said the money is used to
provide scholarships, financial aid
and tutorial programs for foreign
students.
McNamarra explained that
foreign students are not eligible for
grants and loans available to
American students, Financial aid is
provided through fund raising
activities and other sources of the
International Center.
The center's operating budget,
according to McNarnarra, is
partially funded by ASUNM, which
cut the center's budget by $2000 for
this school year.
According to McNarnarra, the
bulk of the cut had to be taken
from the scholarship and tutorial
program funds.
How to deal with toilet training
McNamarra feels the the center's
budget was cut because ASUNM will be one of the topics at the
does not think the center is doing Toddler Stress Workshop sponsored by the Consultation and
anything for the community.
She points to the turorial Education division of the Bernalillo
programs, lecture series and the County Mental Health/Mental
yearly international festival Retardation Center.
The workshop, to be held Nov. I,
sponsored by the center as examples
help professionals find
will
of activities which serve the
solutions to the problems they face
community.
McNamarra
said,
''The when dealing with one- to threemisconception is that the center is year-olds and their parents.
The program will include
only for foreign students."
presentations
on feeding problems,
She added, "It is an international
center. That means American separation anxiety and dealing with
parents.
students also."
Consultation and education has
McNamarra's greatest concern is
people do not come to her with
suggestions for new programs
which the center could provide.
In talking about the ASUNM
budget cut, she said, "It is very easy
to complain, but it would be much
more beneficial if those people who
Paul Jonas, professor of
complain about what we are not economics, will give a public lecture
doing would come here with today, the 24th anniversary of the
suggestions and see what we are Hungarian Revolution of 1956,
alreadydoing."
entitled "The Anatomy of a
She said ASUNM criticizes the Revolution."
center, but never visits it.
Jonas, from Hungary, was a
The center provides services to leader of the revolution.
Jonas will deliver the lecture at
approximately 500 foreign students
fromlo different countries. Every -~10:30 ::m. i~ 2~98-~J-'tc_h_ei_I_H_a_n._

Revolutionary
Lectures Today

•••••••••••••••••••••••
NM Union Games Area Presents

Famous Fights
Zale vs. Graziano
Barney Ross vs. Henry Armstrong

Almost perfect Basketball
Oscar Robertson and Kareem Jabbar

Contact your Placement Office for an interview on Tue.
4, Nov. If this date is inconvenient, you may call toll
fre~ by dialing 1-800·426-5996; or, if you wish, you may
ma1l a resume to:

Auto Racing

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER M/F

Big Indy 500 cars

*FilEE*
Continuous showings M·F 10am ·2pm
Basement of the SUB

•••••••••••••••••••••••
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An almost prehistorical atmosphere reigns over much of the library, including the eerie silence and
stone walls shown here lining the way to the upper levels. Use of the library's facilities ebbs and
flows with the coming and going of mid·terms and finals. (Photo by Randy Montoya)

Toddler Stress Workshop Set

• Starting salaries to $22,911 depending on qualifications.

PUGET SOUND NAVAL SHIPYARD
(ATTN: 170.2CG)
BREMERTON, WASH. 98314
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held three toddler stress workshops
for parents, attracting over 300
participants, but this is its first
workshop for professionals.
The speakers will include
pediatricians and child and infant
developmental specialists.
For information and registration
materials, contact Nancy Weaver at
consultation and education before
Oct. 24.

Attention!
The fall ASUNM Senate Election will be held on November 18
and 19.
There are 12 vacant seats. All
persons interested in running for office are required to submit a petition
by 4:00 p.m ..on Friday, October 31.
Petitions are available at the
ASUNM office located on the second
floor of the Student Union Building.
No late petitions will be accepted.
ASUNM encourages and appreciated your involvement toward
better student representation.
Any questions please call277-5528
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Publication Tells It Like It Was
the admiration of the entire also many boldly-stated facts.
In short, the "Flying Saint"
population of the United States.
The public image of these men stereotype of those pilots and the
and the.ir wives was something akin "Doris Day" stereotype their wives
The paperback version of' Tom 1o a Camelot idea. And this image was certainly not true. Of these
Wolfe's Tlw Ri~ht Stuff has has never really been substantiated people, Wolfe often states that their
recently been released as a Bantam or disproved, until The Right Stu_'J, activities revolved around "Flying
& Drinking and Drinking & Driving
Super hook and i~ quite worth the I bat is.
retail price of $3 .50.
The title of Tom Wolfe's book is and Drinking & Balling."
what he calls the unique something
The Right Stuff begins with
The Right Stuff is a tongue in that fighter and test pilots have.
daring test pilots of the first rocket
~heck title of the happenings and
What it boils down to is, if you get
planes who were super heroes to all
procc1scs of the American entrance killed taking a new aircraft to its
fliers and astronauts to the selection
into Ihe space age, starting in the limits then you didn't have the right
and
actions of the first seven
dcl·ade of the 1950's. The pilots of stuff. If you didn't get killed, then
astronauts.
early supersonic and early space maybe you do have the right stuff.
llight became instaneous heros.
Wolfe's style is quick and
People such as John Glenn, Gus powerful, much like the jabs of a
Tom Wolfe's book is really quite
Grissorn and Chuck Yeager (the heavyweight prize fighter. There an insight and, though almost 400
first person to attain the speed of are indee.d subtleties i~ his. handling pages long, is hard to put down
~ound), were those who obtained_~f.. the p~lots .and !herr wrves, and 2ntil you have finished reading it.

lluh (;riffin
Arts Edilor

-----·-T·----- .

Dcndllne for LIP SERVICE is nQon the: day before

Fri. Oct. 24. 7:00p.m., 9:l.S p.m., 11:30 p.m.·

Werner Hcrtog's "Stroszek" ~~ n film of the nd·
\~nlurc.li and mi~tld"r·cntures of three IJcrlin misfit~ 111
Railroad, Wis.
Sat. Ot:L 25, 7 p.m .• 9:1S p.m •• 11:30 p.m. -

"l.unn" - A film tluu dcllh whh tlle controversial
of im:csl. Jill Cla~·burgh suns l\S a moth~r
who trit's to !ta'.'c her son from drug addiction through
se:>;\lallove.
Mesa Portugm:sa - continues this week: Informal
PortugUese t:onvcrsatlun durJng the lunch hour in the
SU.B, roam 2508, Thursd!ly, Oct. 23. from noon to
l:lDp.p>,
.~ubjcct

alp•agralhiac·

PROTEST!

STUDENTIFACULlY DISCDUNI MEMBERSHIP CARD
4 lUll
...,..
3' SELF
SlAVIC! '}·:-: SlAVIC!
COPIES'
~ '
CDPIIS
\J

Against the poor quality and high cost of copies!

GET YOUR FREE STUDENT/FACULTY DISCOUNT
MEMBERSHIP CARD FROM ANY ALPHAGRAPHICS
At the sarne tirne got 10 free, crisp copies!

·, . .

"Rosencrantz & Guildenstern Are Dead," a comedy by Tom Stop·
pard, will be presented by the Classics Theatre Company in

·~
.•,1,."1'~~

Popejoy Hall this week.

.:I
ii•Hnt•'~'

'' 10'' FREE

'Hamlet' Parody Begins

This offer eMpires at the close of business on November 15, 1980
und applies to BY, x 11 inch unbound originals; It hi good for one
order only, up to 10 copies, and only one coupon may ba applied
for fin order. An overnight delay may be possible,

alphDUraphics~)
"Yes, I can help you," says Robin Cholerton·Oberg, UNM Fine Arts
Box Office Specialist. The box office sells tickets, takes reser·
vations and performs many other chores.

Box Office Head Keeps Busy
~001

'u•n

~MlHI

'r

15051883·0752

1730 Lom..

~[.

15051243·2841

.2~:u c~ntr•l

15051265·3435

WHfl\1 VOU WANT SOMETHING COPIEO OR PRINTED TI\I'F. IT TO ALPHAGRAPHICS
CoJJVIn(l
Pr.nur~g
Bmding
Collatmg
Puocf, ":'
Color Cop1c'

alpbagraphics®
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'I! t ·(

t.f_.,l_t_,' .. "· .11 t •• ,
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STUDENTS & FACULTY
Come in and get your FREE Student·
Faculty Discount Membership Card. It
is good at all Alphagraphic stores,

For Alphograplucs Fronchisc Information Call John Ferguson, 505·243·2841

• ll:,t_ .. _l;,f '(.'' t-,1,.\;~_~\..~.'!: .... ~-.,

Rick Brinneman

"f

FACULTV MEMBERS! Ask about
our Professors' Publishing Plan.

•t J·-·•!!•' --~;~,.•t)'-UJ-•:'..l:olJlit..l~.~.J,~~
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"No. This isn't the Popejoy Box
Office, this is the Fine Arts Box
Office. I think they have tickets for
the performance you want over
there.
"It's probably the most
frequently asked question," said
Robin Cholcrton-Oberg, Fine Arts
Box Office clerical specialist. "But
it is our job to give the correct
information, and I like to be as
helpful as possible. I hate to tell
guests of UNM, 'No, I can't help
you.;''
Robin, as she is known
throughout the Fine Arts Complex,
is the daughter of Mrs. I.S.
Cholerton of Albuquerque and the
wife of Bill Oberg, KGGM-TV
photographer. She graduated from
UNM last year and has worked in
the Box Office for two-and-a-halfyears.
"I'm enrolled in the non-degree
program now because there are
things I still want to Jearn, and
there are people here who can teach
me," she said. "I like this place,
and others ought to know it's a
good place with good concerts and
good shows."
Robin's job is one of service
provided by the College of Fine
Arts to the departments of theatre
arts and music as well as the
divisions of dance and television
production.
Not only does the Fine Arts Box
Office sell tickets to performances
in Rodey Theatre and Keller Hall,
but it also takes reservations, prints
tickets, provides information about
the university, handles money for
lockers in the F.A.C., acts as a
clearing house for the taping of
performances in Keller Hall, sells
film passes to qualifying students
and accepts key deposits for
practice rooms.
Robin also provides a central
location for performers to find out
what other performers in the center

.' ..t·Ll.li.t.J.. ... -.e.W.il.-.~~LI-"·J·.:~:-•-•,t,t.J.I
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arc doing. "I think it is good to
keep the communications flowing.
Many people get into what they are
doing and don't know what others
are doing ... so 1 try to keep in
touch with people who have the
information," she said.
Robin is a founding member of
the Arts Management Group
(AMG) and a director in the
Student Production Group (SPG),
a
television
production
organization. At the moment the
SPG is coordinating a magazine
format program about the events at
UNM and much of the shooting
takes place at night and on the
weekends. The AMG is involved in
determining the best ways to keep
the public informed and interested
in fine arts productions.
Through these varied but related
interests, Robin can constantly
monitor the Fine Arts Center
Activities and this in turn helps her
in the Box Orfice.
"I and my two-member staff
can't always give people exactly
what they want. We try to deal with
them as people and show them that
we all have to deal with the system
of things. If we can deal with it
effectively, then it is better for
everyone," Robin said.
One of her major concerns is
having to say no to people when
they want tickets.
"We have a 24-hour answering
machine for reservations. A lot of
people don't like talking to a
machine everyday. When Igor
Kipnis played here, I had to turn
people away because the tickets
were sold out by mid-afternoon.
The other problem is people trying
to get discounted tickets without a
UNM ID. I hate to say no, but I
have to," Robin said, "The best
thing about this job is that it
reaffirms my conviction that there
are a whole bunch of nice people
out there, and some of the nicest
come to performances here."

Classics Theatre Company opens
its tenth season tonight at 8 p.m. at
UNM's Rodey Theatre with a
production of British playwright
Tom Stoppard's Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern Are Dead, directed by
John L. Gardner.
Robert Caranta will play the part
of Rosencrantz; Gary Dearly will
play Guildenstern.
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
are two minor characters in
Shakespeare's Hamlet, who are
summoned to the Danish court as
"undercover agents" on a mission
to ferret out the cause of Hamlet's
seeming madness.
Throughout Hamlet, the two
characters are treated shabbily by
everyone, confused with each other
and finally killed.
In 1967, Stoppard recognized the
dilemma of these two characters
and decided to explore these
seemingly faceless personalities by
elevating them to star status. The
result was an award-winning
comedy.
Stoppard follows the basic plot
of Hamlet, with the difference that

the audience shares the point of
view of Rosencrantz and
Guildenstern, who, being on the
outside, catch only glimpses of the
tragedy taking place behind the
scenes.
Intrigue is paramount as the
audience witnesses the two spies
pitching and catching coins which
turn up heads 91 times in a row.
The two are baffled and bewildered
by a series of events much beyond
their control.
In addition to tonight's
presentation, performances are
scheduled for Friday and Saturday
at 8 p.m., and Sunday at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $5.00 for adults and
$3.50' for senior citizens and
students, Reservations may be
made by calling the Fine Arts box
office at 277-4402. Rodey Theatre
is situated within the Fine Arts
Center next to Popejoy Hall.
In February 1981, Shakespeare's
best known tragedy, Hamlet,
Prince of Denmark, will be performed at Popejoy Hall by the
Classics Theatre Company.

Makers ef HeiNl Mtioh
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l.~arn 10 l>ance ~ thi\ \'tc~·k'!i les.~un i~ the hl\lmt
Dan.:111g. ~cgm~ m ?·30 p.m on Friduy, Od. 24 illthl'

SUU Unllroom. Prt.'Witcd by the l!NM Ballwom
Dan~·e

('lub.

Nl.!r..lnac, SopJHJrnur(! Orle-niMIInn

SUO Enlertalnment J•resents -~ lhrough Oct . .25, IHHJ
Rain in the Subway Stalion from II a.m. 10 I p.m.
fcalurlng Latin American Mush;.
Studrnl~ JnlemaUonal Medllallon Sodely- presents
n series of lWo lr:cturcs on Transcendcntnl Mediia!ion
Soci~y. The TM program jnvolves ~simple. natural
memaltcclmique for deo,·elopmenl of full potential of

( ·ollcgc nf
Nursing presentS" ntecting hy JJcttll!>, D!rl'4:l\lr nf
Student Ad\'isem~nl, Rctcmunn Coun\clorc. and
Curriculum Coordinators on Friday, Oct. 24 fmm I
10 2 p.m. ill the \ollcgc or Nur~ing.
UNM l're-Medlral Praresslnns Club -· pre~ents
Velcrinary C:arecr Night on 1hunday, Oct 2) nt 7
p.m. in Fducntion 104. Frank H. Coons, D.V.M. "'til
pn:sent a rilm and discus5ion. Aho informntmn _on

the individual and society. Lecture Thursday, Oct. 23
In room2JIA 1 U oftJ1eSUBat 8 p.m.
Square Dancing - UNM Wagon Wheels square
dance club metls e\'eryThunday from 7 to 9 p.m. in

Programs {slideshow of acli'l'ith:s} pluli fund raistng
sknle·<Hhon ror Unltc:d C'crebnl Palsy foundntion.
Refreshments to be scr..-cd. The pubhc i5 irl'•itcd.

volunteer ('lpporiunilies in Thrfnpuuc Re:~:realron

N-EED mONEY?
$ COmE SEE US! $

WE BUY
REGARDLESS OF CONDITION

GOLD

$

SILVER

Class rings .••• 10-k ot 14-k
btlng a high tetutn because of thelt weight.
They can easily btlng you up to
Holldo.y Inn
1200 each 01 mote

2020menuo.l
Rm. 111 Ph. 345-3511

UNBELIEVABLE
PRICES

OCT. 22 thru the 25th
9 o..m. - 6 p.m.

So.ve this o.d for
o.2% bonus on
ltemawebuy

lt.gcudl••• of Condition I
W• will acc•pt any Gold ot Sllv•r lt•m.
D•nta and acratch•• do not lower
th•lr value In any way.
Cl•an!ng and pollahlng ar• not n•c•11ary.
Do not h.altaw to bring In any ltNt.
We can turn your duat collectora Into caah

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
1980-1981

I!MIIeft lewelr~
M.TOWN

REQUIREMENTS:

Artists

1) Must be currently enrolled at the University of New Mexico.

2) Must be a junior (60 hours), senior or graduate student in good academic standing with their respective college (2.0 or highe;). .
3) Must provide one (1) letter of recommendation from either a faculty member, an administrator, or the president of the orgamzallon
and/or the department chairperson by whom the person is being nominated.

DEADLINE DATE IS
MONDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1980
All applications must be returned to the STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER, 1st floor, New Mexico Union Building.
Pick up an applications at Student Activities Center
Room 106
New Mexico Union Building
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WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS
IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND
COLLEGES
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Ihe announ~:cmenl i~ to run.
llle sc-hedule for ASUNM films runs as follows:
Thur. Oct. 23, 8 p.m .• lndependcm V!ennc~e
nlmmaker, Kun krcn will be in person to sl1ow his
111m>.
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Sports
Did You Hear the One About.
AI two intersections - Broad
Street and Oregon Avenue in South
Philadelphia, and Frankford and
Cottman Avenues in Northeast
Philadelphia 10,000 people
assembled.
The crowds continued to grow
early today, awaiting the scheduled
I I :30 a.m, start of the city's victory
parade.

PHILADELPHIA (UPI) - On
the whole, they'd rather be here.
In the bars, on the streets, it was
a Philadelphia Story,
It didn't matter, all those jokes
over the years:
"1 spent a week in Philadelphia
last weekend, and it was closed."
"First prize is one week's
vacauon in Philadelphia; second
prize, two weeks.

Police reported minor incidents
of vandalism but no serious
problems.
Intersections were blocked in
every part of town. Broad Street,
leading from Veterans Stadium into
center city, was llned with traffic.

"I'd rather be a lamppost in
Denver than the mayor of
Philadelphia," Sonny Liston once
suid.
Then there's the epitaph W.C.
Fields wrote for himself; "On the
whole,
I'd
rather
be in
Philadelphia."
Later for all that. Even Fields
would have to admit that on the
wltolc, the Phillies arc tops. And
the Phillies belong to Philadelphia.
Hundreds of thousands of
Phillies fans celebrated the first
World Series championship in their
team's 98-year history Tuesday
night,
Funs jammed the streets within
hours after relief pitcher Tug
McGraw struck out Willie Wilson
to seal the 4-1 Philadelphia win
over the Kansas City Royals.
Police reported 25 to 30 areas
where at least 1,000 fans gathered
to celebrate. It was a cacophony of
car horns, screams, red and white
pennants
and
exploding
firecrackers.

• •

"Man, they're going nuts in thiS
place.'' said Mickey McCloskey,
52, a bartender at Jim's Tavern
downtown. "We think its the best
thing in the world.
"They've done one helluva job.
I'm so damn happy I could cry,"
added McCloskey, who was indeed
shedding tears. "I was at the '50
series (when Philadelphia lost to the
New York Yankees), and I'll tell
you something, I'm damn happy."
"I feel overjoyed," gushed Ray
Ryan, a maintenance worker. "It's
30 years overdue." Asked if he had
doubts: "Never."

Cars, some carrying beerguzzlers
and others with fans sprawled over
Ben Millrood, 22, recalled
their hoods, toured downtown another championship as he poured
streets. Bar patrons called for beer over the head of a buddy. "Do
another round.
you remember when the Flyers won
the Stanley Cup in 1974? Well,
Some fans wept. Some danced (today's) parade is going to make
atop buses. Others screamed that parade look like a tinker toy."
"We're No. 1." A cab driver, his
car to the radio to hear the final
Rich Herman, an attorney from
out, turned away potential fares.
Warren, Pa., said he was a Red Sox
fan but, "I think this is fantastic. I
can't
believe how crazy it's going to
An estimated 2,000 Tempi<:
University students emerged en get."
masse from dormitories and joined
Lawrence Phelon, incongruously
thousands of neighborhood
residents for a 34-block march to sporting a three-piece suit and
City Hall and back. Those that Phillies cap, said, "I've been going
stayed put cranked up stereos to these playoffs for four years. It's
blaring the theme from the film about lime. I'm screaming myself
silly."
"Rocky."
Gov. Dick Thornburgh aeclared
today "Philadelphia Phillies Day"
across the state and Mayor William
J. Green quipped the victory "was
a fulfillment of a campaign
promise."
In short, it is a jubilant city.

"It gives you something to yell
about," said Tom Kearney, 20, a
mechanical engineering student, as
he tried to keep pace with the
Temple crowd. "I'll march all the
way to Kansas City if that's where
they're all going."

Series Top Ratings
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
top network television programs
for the week ending Oct. 19,
according to the A.C. Nielson
Co., were:
I. World Series Game 2
(NBC).
2. World Series Game
(NBC).
3. World Series Game 3
(NBC).

4. Big Event: The Outlaw
Josey Wales (NBC).
5, CHiPs(NBC).
6. That's Incredible (ABC).
7. World Series Pregame
(NBC).
8. World Series Pregame 2
(NBC).
9. Country Music Association
A wards (CBS).
10. M-A-S-H (CBS).

M G
c raw : All Shook Up
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) - "I
told them in spring training they
could win," Manager Dallas Green
said Tuesday night after the win
that gave the Phils the World
Series, 4 games to 2.
The title, the first since the
Phillies began operating as a
continuing franchise in 1883, came
via a two-run single by Series MYP
Mike Schmidt, a four-hit, more
than seven inning performance by
Steve Carlton and the relief work of
Tug McGraw.
''The last inning, they had me so
shook up I can't remember
anything," said McGraw, who
yielded a walk and two singles with
one out in the ninth to load the
bases. "I felt real tired, and I was
glad it was all over."
Kansas City Manager Jim Frey
praised Philadelphia's ability to
come from behind.
"We had the two-run lead in the
eighth (Game 2) and a one-run lead
in the ninth (Game 5)," said Frey.
"We saw them do it on TV to
Houston, and we knew they were
capable of coming back.''
Perhaps the play that best
illustrated the magic Philadelphia
style occured in the ninth Tuesday

night. With. the bases loaded and
one out, catcher Bob Boone
dropped a popup by Frank White.
Instead of falling to the earth to
give White another shot, the ball
landed in the glove of Pete Rose,
who was standing alertly nearby.
"We've been practicing that trick
play all year," said Rose, who has
now played on three world
champion teams.
If Rose could joke about the
play, it was more than McGraw
could do.
"It gave me a tremendous lift,"
said McGraw, who won one game
and saved two others in the Series.
"I was very tired at that point. I'm
very grateful for that play, but I
wasn't surprised."
Both Green and Frey received
phone calls from President Carter
and both clubs were scheduled to be
honored with parades in their
respective cities today.
With Steve Carlton leading 4-0 in
the eighth, Carlton walked John
Wathan, gave up his fourth hit- a
single to Jose Cardenal- then left
in favor of McGraw. The reliever
allowed a walk, a sacrifice fly and a
single before inducing Hal McRae
to ground out.

Conceptions
Southwest

Page Looking for MUP Title
Duvid Suhd

scandal
popularly
nicknamed
"Lobogate". "It was a tough
time," says Page. "The experience
made the players that were left
excited, because we knew tht most
of our wins would be upsets."
Last year Page w11s forced to take
on a role which was much different
than what he expects this season.
"My attitude did not change, but I
had to put out a little extra.'' His
role was changed quickly. With
many of the players from preseason
gone, Page assumed the huge
burden of scoring points with two
men on him at all times.
He also felt that he should set an
example. His former teammateturned-coach thinks he did an
excellent job of leading the team.
"If a ball was loose on the floor ten
feet away from him you knew
Kenny would be on the floor after
the ball," ,;ays Williams of Page's
hustle ability.
Page wants to carry this same
enthusiasm into the coming season
but also hopes that his team will be
in much better shape than last year.
Instead of coming down court with
two men covering his every move,
Page will be well complemented by
four players on the court who also
can "stick the ball in the bucket".
The Lobos will be running a 1-4
offense with the 6'3" swing man
taking the ball inside much more
often. Says Duncan of his versatility, "He can play any position
on the court, and play it well.''
"Lobogate" is a hush word
around the Lobo inner circles now.
Most of the people involved in this
year's program are new or just want
to forget about what happened. So,
instead of talking about last year's
controversy, Page would rather
predict how the Lobos are going to
beat UTEP because as he puts it,
"We owe one to them."
He is sincere about his concern
over the sucess of the team. "I'll
score points," says Page, "but for
this season I want to improve my
defense and my rebounding. I'll be
doing a lot of picking and getting
picked in our new offense." Page
seems to think that the team is
ready to win and wants to. "I want
to win. I'll play anybody."
Duncan believes that this year's
squad has many leaders on the

Junior basketball player Kenny
Page (6'3 ") was the fourth leading
scorer in the nation last season and
the leading scorer in the Western
Athletic Conference. He was the
second leading rebounder for the
Lobos while nveraging an excess of
28 points per game.
Page is also a player who is
regarded by his coaches as very
unselfish and team-oriented. They
cite his exceptional passing ability
to defend this statement and his
desire to use this ability when the
situation presents itself in games.
With all of this going for him,
Page has been denied the honors
that go along with displaying such
outright talent. Says graduate
assistant coach Jimmy Williams,
who played with Page last season,
"It was an injustice that he did not
make WAC MVP. In fact, he was
the fourth leading scorer in the
nation and didn't even make AllAmerican."
Page did, however, make the All\VAC team by merit of his leagueleading 38 points per game in
conference play. This alone, argues
Williams, was enough to qualify
him for MVP honors. The Lobos'
losing record last season has been
cited as the reason Page was not
named MYP. Instead, Danny
Ainge of conference champion
BYU received the honor. Page
thought he deserved the honor, and
says he had looked forward to
winning it. He would very much
like to be named MVP at the end of
this .season.
As a freshman, Page made the
All-Big Ten squad with the Ohio
State University team that was
ranked in the top ten in the nation
that year. But according to Lobo
assistant coach Scott Duncan, Page
did not get along with the people in
the OSU organization and decided
to sit out a year so that he could
play at UNM last year. "Ohio was
not what he wanted in a school,"
says the coach.
But last season (his first at New
Mexico) spelled disaster for the
sophomore wing guard. His coach,
Norm Ellenberger, was released,
and he saw several of his teammates
disappear from the roster due to the

court. Larry Tarrance, a 6'6"
forward, and Mich;1,el Johnson, a
6'3" guard, are just two of several
players the Lobo staff feels have
leadership abilities. "Kenny does
not say a whole lot, but he leads the
team through his actions," says
Duncan. Williams adds, "Kenny is
a quiet guy. He doesn't care whar
people think of him; he just goes
out to do the job."
"I enjoy that kind of role," says
Page. "When the game is tight, I
want the ball. I think I can put it in
when it counts.''
That is the kind of pressure that
this scoring wonder is under this
season. The fans and the press
expect megapoints from Page. But
the pressure does not get to him.
Williams notes that his particular
personality "doesn't let the
pressure get to him."
When a player produces such
high statistics he is generally expected to continue in the same line
or to improve. But still, Page feels
very little pressure. Part of the
reason is the attitudes of his
teammate~ and of his coaches.
He is very optimistic. When the
1980-8I season is over, Page hopes
his name will be on that MVP
plaque. However, when talking to
him one gets the sincere feeling that
playing on a winning team comes
first.

IOK Race Set
World record holder Henry Rono
from Kenya will spur the pack at
the second annual I OK race, which
will begin Oct. 26 at 9:30 a.m. at
Louisana and Lomas N.E.
Proceeds of the event, sponsored
by the Cooperage Restaurant, are
earmarked for the American
Cancer Society.
There are 18 regular divisions for
the race: open and age divisions
from 12-and-under to 70-and-up
for both men and women, plus a
special division for patients with a
history of cardiovascular disease.
All race participants will receive Tshirts.
There is a $6 registration fee, and
those interested can register at the
Cooperage on Saturday from 11·2
p.m. and on race day from 7-8 a.m.

THEASUNM FILM COMMITTEE

Kenny Page

presents

FOXTROT
MINI LESSON
Friday Night 7:30
SUB Ballroom
COSTUME CONTEST NEXT WEEK
* Ball room Dance is THE contact sport *

~e
OUBL
ITH YOUR
HALLOWEEN
COSTUmE?
Let the nice folks at

photo by Lela Hersh

FOOL'S PARADISE

Spring1980
A UNM publication containing photography,
poetry, art and fiction by UNM
students, faculty and staff Is

KURT KREN IN PERSON
Tonight, Thursday, Oct. 23

.Now· On Sale

A night of stunning films from the Viennese master. When asked at the
Pacific Film Archives what inspired his recent work, Mr. Kren replied
his inspiration came from the 1980 U.S. Census.

$2 in Marron Hall, Rm. 131

8:00P.M.

296·0588
881·1018
298-6868

also in the UNM Bookstore and the Living Batch

ASUNM STUDENTS· $1.75, GSA· $2.00, OTHERS· $2.25
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costume you.
masks, make-up, Wigs,
Costume accessories,
and more .••
The Witching Hour Is Near
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FOUND: PAfll OF prescription glasses ncar
Humanities Building, 10/14/80. Come to Marron
Hall room 131 to claim.
I0/23

3.

SIGNS, MURALS, POSTERS, etc. Call Anne, 242·
5696.
10124
TYPING, COPY EDITING, proofreac!ing: Medical,
legal, and general aca<,lemlc. 266-0667.
1()131
NEW: CRAFT WORKSHOPS! SaveS for Christmas
gift•. !.earn, have fun simulianeously. 203C Wellesley
S.E. 256-1536.
10/28
TYPING: EXPERIENCED, ALL phases College
work. 292·43(,() or 293·7547.
ll/3
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING, editing, data
pro~esslng, delivery service. 268·8776.
12/15
TYPIST-TERM PAPERS, resumes. :;!99-8970.
tom
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (!OM Selectric) and
now 1 minute Passport Pho10s. No appointment.
268·8515.
tfn
GUITAR Ll-SSONS: ALL \lyles. Marc's Guitar
Studin. 265-3315.
tfn
QA !YPIN<i SE'IWICE: A complete typing and
cdilurial ,y;tcm. Te.:hnical, general, legal, mcdh:al,
;chul~;tic. nmm & lnblcs. 34~·2125.
tfn

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

Classified Advertising
Marron Hall

l.

l IIHU IS Wth\ I <l"<>rdcr 111 cverytlung under the
~-1au )o.,e f Ul1p,.
J() 1 2 '\
Sl'NDA v·sl'J·( "I AI JWO slice; uf pcpperom pma,
$] 111. 1 IIIII! tWtl at thi• pme. Rny'~ i'tl?U, 2004
I cnual S.l·
10124
II' NSF' SORI· MilS('] t•S? fry a thornpcutic
rcloHIIt~ tltiMJ&e ]t, hcen,ed, certified thcra~11t. 242·
1•77(1.
10129
i"RI:iA"fmRAilll· KITII'NS. Onebla,k, nnegruy.
~IX week\ old. Need home• tntmediately. Call 266·
tlRUI
tfn
1>1·111111· YORK; llAI'P'i happy birthday!! I hope
ynur day., twa;?} great! Friend~ ulwai'S, l<im. 10123
WlllOI;RNARD
.WIIATnow?S.W.
tfn
(Ill 0';- YOli'R!• ·nn, be<t'l ove, coachc<.
tfn
RAI'l - I'FRHlRMINO AT the Hog's llrenth
'>ttlm>n through Satun.lay the 25th ol October. Don't
nmqlns band.
10124
(iN~I\ OHIOAL STUDI.iNT dtrectory now
;l'atlahlc at: Student lttfornmtion Center (SliD),
l'NM llook•tnrc, and <;tudent Actlvitie; Center
10128
tSl 'Ill Only Sl with youn111id 1.1> card.
NHll Rli>I' MORNINtiS, !rom Montd111re to
GuJrd. (·an Anne, 2~5-4092 after S.
10 '28
< mtPllli'R PORTRAITS, Rl'AllY tn fi•e
m111utc; Sl\eethcart, parent•, your;df. Can do from
pl~,;tiHC'" H1n <·1~\\J .hlllll. 22::0 ('<nttal S.(·_, Uour~.
J(l.l
10. 31
lON'i <"A<; 1111 0, HA \T \UII eaten nny green M &
M',Jatcly' IS
JOi24
NI Ill ( N;Jp Sill wur l11~h ldtvol dn11 ring, up
"' ~l:iltKtra"l (all anvtnnc 144.1794
11'6
<,( R,\Jillll· PI AHRS (ll'B gcHogethcr 10•23.
2'1~ HUm. 2(166~11.::
10-23
~~·ll-;\ <1n SPI·UAI.. one ~h'e mu~hroom and a
m1.1ll drmk l<>r $1 w1th thi< ad. hrirc• 10'26. 127
lliln.ud '> [· 'blllck 10t1th of('cntral, 265-4777.
10126
S\ U\!IS'>IONS ARI' NOW being accepted for the
'>rung 19Sil Mue o! Con~ept1on• Southwest. We're
l~,t,J.an@. ft'r
pocuy, £i..:uon, non·fiction, art,
flhoh,gntflh~. dranm, mu\IC, film. dance. tiC. For
n11•rc mf••.:nlllc1he. 884-~123, eHnings.
tfn
"POliTICS" AND "ART"? "Art" and
"Pt>lit1c1" 0 Visit your gallery. ASA Gallery
do"n'lall< St:O. Wcekdaysll-4p.m.
]0,:24
ATU'<ITION: Dt\NDS, MUSICIANS gigs are
a\aJia~lc. Plca1e contact T. J. Martinez al 277-2328
llr ~••me by Sl'B Fntertnmment office, room 217 of
theSUU.
12115
I'RHi:-<ANt'\' Tl'STING & COllNSEUNG. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
PASSPORT AND IDPNTIFICAT!ON rhotos. 3 foe
··1111, ~md It J\ ~~ttmf

S~.OOP

lo"e't prices in town! Fast, pleasing, ncar

UNM. ('all

26~-2444

I Ol1Nll: UNM 10 <Urd nf Mary D. Identify nnd
11 I Mar run Hull.
10129
j:()\'INJJ: HJllR MOL!NU.D phutugraphs; black
ilnd wlutc llct\Hcn Jl..htchcll and Ortcgn llull. C'lnim
ill ill \liurun Hall.
10<29
!·OliN[), NEAR llll· duck pond. Urown, woman's
leather glove. Claim at 131 Marron Hall.
10129
I·OUND: "C'OLI.HlE WRITING" textbook, on
10'20 111 Mitdtell Hall room 207. Claim at 131
Marron llall.
J0/29
Hll'ND: LI'ATIIE'R PURSE; belongs to Diana B.
Uairn at 131 Mitrron Hall.
10129
l·Ol•ND: QUARTZ DJ<iiTAL watch in women's
re<troom in Johnson Gym Pool 10118/80 around
2:30. Plca~e come to Marron Hall room 131 to
10131
tdentify and claim.
FOUND: TEN SPEED bicycle, at TV! on 10/16. To
claim identify brand and color. Ca112S6-06SS after 3
p.m. Tony.
10124
I· <lUND: TWO KEYS, one Ford, one gas, on chain
with one red die; at the l'it parking lot on 10/16/80.
Cla11n atl3l Marron HaiL
10124
cl•un~:1t

PERSONALS

4

at

1972
1976
1974
1972

LOST & FOUND

Losr: GREEN NAVY

Oight jacket. lf(ound please
caii277-587L
10127
LOST: GlASSES THA1' are chipped! Reward,
$10.00, 256·3661.
J0/24
LOST: GREEN/WHITE l'uma track jacket at courts
10124
north of Gym. Kola. 2.77-2520.
LOST: TAN JACKET, outside of Ortega Hall.
10t2j
Sentimental value. Please call, 345-0638.
FOUND: MANY PAIRS of sunglasses, assorted
keys, single and un rings, woman's afghan, man's
\Weater, bag run of yarn and crochet patterns. Come
to Biology Department, room 173 to claim. 277-:!411,
10129

CONTAC!iii!iiiiilii!!iii!li!iiiii
1 Ltt:rt» »t'tt:vlAL
t5

00 Alergon KW 4 69

Coli for low pnces on hord.
\OM

or

SPml~Of11~nS.PS

Casey Optical Co.
d doors ~sf of Your Orug1
4.306 lomas at wasnmglon
265·88-46

apunmcnt up in Sunset Country (Copper and
rramway). It has a fircpla~e. IIi carpeted and it has
parking. Rent is $125 plus '/1 Utilities each. Call2775874 and leave a message with the Chief.
i0/31
R(;NT-l'RI'E APARTMENT. Rough it. Couple or
male student. Paniully furnished one bedroom
apartment in N.W. valley. Can car pool or bus 10
UNM one block away. Fenced yard good for dog,
tYuu pay electric). Call344-1766 after 5 p.m. 10123
ROOM !'OR RENT. Newly renovated house,
1-ireplace, patio, ncar University and bus, S84-3227.
JOIZ9
FIVI: MINUTES TO UNM. Unfurnished two
bedroom apartment two blocks north of Indian
School and Girard. Nice neighborhood. Carpeted,
di•hwa1hcr, gas stove, refrigerator, gas heat,
refrigerated air. $240/month plus ulililics. 1920
Vn11ar Dr. N.E. 265·5005 mornings, evenings,
weekends.
10124
TWO ll!!DROOM HOUSE, near UNM. Remodeled,
$270 plus utilities. Pets okay. 266·7641.
10129
TWO BLO('KS TO UNM. Large, furniShed studio
apartment<. $17~'month, includes utilities. 222
~1aple N.f'. Manager in unit2. 243-1550.
1.1126
lWO Ul!OIWOM APARTMENT, $200.00. Ncar
l'arli\le and Wb1on. Cull 268-7246 or after S call,
2~5-6950.
10124
WANHD I·I'MALE ROOMMATE, early twenties,
to •hnrc three bedroom house, Coman·
dtci\Vashlngton. November 1. Non-tobacco smoker.
$133tmonth plu1 utilites and small DO. Ana, 3458806, 884-6759.
10127
A BLOCK TO UNM. One bedroom, utilities paid,
StBO. No children or pets. 201-205 Columbia S.E.
255·2685.
10/31
ONE FEMALE ROOMATE needed to share nice
three bedroom house. SIOO per month v, utilities.
First and last month's rent plus SSO deposit. !'lease,
we are looking for someone who is considerate of
others and dependable on for rent. 256-0589. 10/28
ROMMATE WANTED: LARGE apartment close to
campus. November J. $100/monlh, v, utilities. 247·
9520.
10127 \

&:!11'''

Galles Chevrolet
499
ssgg
Gremlin 4-cylinder, 4-speed
Dodge Dart
51469
4-door, 6-cylinder, 3-speed
Fiat 2-door
S1799
4-cylinder, 4-speed, Black
Ford V2 Ton Truck
S1895
V-8, auto, p.s.
Volkswagen Dasher
51895
2-door, 4-cylinder, 4-speed
Ford 2·door Mustang
4-cylinder, automatic .•.... S2395
Volkswagen 2-door Rabbit
52495
4-cylinder, 4-speed
Honda 2-door
4·cylinder, 4·speed ........ S2595
.........

•••••

1975
1974

2.

STILL NO ROOMMATE. 1 huvc umil th~ end of this
mumh to find someone to share my two bedroom

LLES
EVROL

1973 AMC Sportabout

tfu

CONTACTS?? POLISHING?? SOLUTIONS??
Casey Optkal Company. 265·8846.
tfn
HAPPY I (iOT the new "fashion colour gradient lens
tint" when I bought my prescription glasses. l love
them. Pa~Lcss Opticians, International. (Across the
meet !rom LaBelle's at 5007 Mcnaul). 266·2600. tfn
ACCURATE' INFORMATION ABOUT contraceplicm, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose.
tfn
294·0171.

HOUSING

4.

We've got a car for
everyonea price for everyone

or come to 1717 Girard Dlvd.

NE

SERVICES

1976

il

••••••

•••

1975

io

••••

1975 Volkswagen Bug,
4-cylinder, 4-speed,
$
EXCELLENT CAR •..•••...
Lomas & University

766·6800

5

2995

l.ARGE ONB BEDROOM apartment. $200 all bills
paid. 268-5362. 1501. Princeton S.E.
10/27
A DLOCK TO UNM. One bedroom with swimming
pool, dishwasher, disposal, refrigerated air and cable
t.v. No children or pets. $230 includes utilities. 209
Colum~ia S.E. Call255-2685.
10/31
FREE TWO WEEKS rent with si~ months lease.
Unfurnished lwo bedroom apartment in four·plcx.
431 Dallas S.E. $215/month, electricity and gas not
included. No pels. 884-3795,821-2146.
10/24
SPACIOUS ONE AND two bedroom apartments V.
block from UNM. l.aundry facilities, rcr.reation
room, pool, completely furnished, fireplaces, utilities
inelu<lcd. Ca11266-0011,
10/31
SUPER SPACIOUS TWO bedroom townhouse.
Fireplace, 9ft. closets. $350.00. Two bedroom house.
$335.00. One bedroom apartment, walk-in closet.
Private patio. $205, All 3 units furnished, .spotless,
insulated for quietness, utilities paid. UNM area. No
pets. 842-0925.
10/31
A BLOCK TO UNM . . . One bedroom, utilities
paid, $i80. No children or pets. 201-205 Columbia
S.E. C'all255-2685.
10/31
THE ('ITADEL·SUPERB location ncar UNM &
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, from $205. All utilities p~id. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwa~hrr & disposal, recreation room,
\Wimming pool, TV room & laundry. Adult complex,
no pet\. 1520 University N.E. 243-2494.
tfn

5.

FOR SALE

ALIIINO fERRETS: TAME; rna~e good pels, $45.
881-6291.
10124
FOR SALE, VESPA Grande moped. Excellent
condition. Many c11tras included. 268-6826, 843-2962.
Jill.
10129
i967 VOLVO WAGON. Call Marty or leave
meSiage, 345-173~.
10128
FORCED TO SEI.L. 1979 Suzuki 550 1.. Great
looking style, good gas, still new. Less than 3300
miles. Only $1990,88 3.9371.
I0/28
1969 THUNDERBIRD. EXCELLENT. $1600. 242·
1919
•
10128
MUST SELl.: F(VJ;: inch black and white t.v. llrand
256
106
new, SIOO.OO.
· 6.
10/27
COLOR QUASAR T.V. for sale. 242-7354 after 4
p.m.
10/27
76 VOLVO 244DL, super condiilonl Radials,
Am/Fm cassette. Book, $4000: sacrifice, $3400 or
best offer. Owner anxious-moving! 881-7752 after
4:00p.m.
10/27
68 ltAMBlfiR. $50.00. Ugly, but runs. C'all 268·
7246.
10127
8 >1 24 FOOT CAMPER/mobile home at a shady
trailer park. Built-in dc1k, large •hower, new
refrigerator. low space rent. $3500. 897·4249. 10127
IC>R SAlE-FOUR tickets to Linda Rondstadt, on
the noor. 842·1646.
10t27
1980 OUN MARK "C'omp." IV's. Never been used,
never mounted. Perfect ~ondition. $190.00.2994114.
10127
OVATION ELECTRIC GUITAR. $350.00 or best
offer. 256·1753 evenings.
10:'27
SCUDA DIVINO AT·PAC gill for sale. Used only
once. Best offer. Call256-7057.
10/24
I'R YE BOOTS, SIZE 9D. Excellent condition. S30/
best offer. 884 ·3 460 after S:OO p.m.
10/24
1979 KAWASAKI200. 60 plu1 mpg, $675.298-2552.
10123
1978 HONDA 400. 950 miles, like new, $975. 298
2552.
10/:;!3
TEN-SPEED DIKE in excellent shape. Great for
commuting or weekend touring. Sl 10.00. 255·5136.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___:1.:::0/=:;!3

ACROSS
1 Irish island
group
5 Arrearages
10 Starch
source
14 Tradition
15 Jubilate
16 Spirit
17 Radiate
18 Tenacious
20 Downy
22 Message
23 Fasting period
24 Lunch, e.g.
25 Filament
28 Instruct badly
32 Ogle
33 Convened
anew
35 Above
36 Raise
38 Distributed
40 Receipt word
41 Mountain
range
43 Hard-:
Mulish
45 Letter
46 Bumpkins
48 Beliefs
50 Noun ending

51 Yield
52 Lessened
55 Gems
59 Expresses:
2words
61 Challenge
62 Pod
63 Saying
641reland
65 Ascent
66 Fixed sho&s
67 Gov't. division
DOWN
1 Hebrew letter
2 Eternal City
3Solo
4 Irritate
5 Relied
6 Employ
71nter
8 Some
compliments:
lnf.
9 Panel members
10 Pay bills:
2 words
11 Came down
12 Presented
13 Loner
19 Chairs

PLYMOUTH FURY 1976 four-door. Perfect
condition inside and out. $1100.
10123
FENCE POST I.TD. auto sales. Yes we linancel No
interest! No credit chec~l Fine used vehicles I Come to
7710 Central S.E. 255·9856, 255-9292,268-7362.
11/12
1966 RAMBJ.ER AMBASSADOR. Good bqdy, fair
Interior, good tires. PS, PB, AT. Exceptionally
reliable transportation. $550.00. 256·3704.
tfn
3·5-10 SPEED BICYCLES, new and used. Raleigh,
Panasonic, Peugeot, Nfshiki and llianchi. Repairs on
all makes. Touring Cyclist Shoppe, 3222 CentralS. E.
268-3949.
10131
LADIES NORDICA SKI boots. Size 8-BVz, Caii29249SS.
tfn

6.

EMPLOYMENT

TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER, OPINION surveying, no sales. Part-lime evenings and weekends;
November 3-Der.ember 15: no e11perfence necessary,
will train. Must be conscientious and dependable.
Call Albuquerque Urban Observatory, 277-4930.
10128
llClHT DEI.IVI:;R Y, IIOTH guys and gals. Full or
part time. For radio promolion. Must have
c~onomical car and outgoing personality. Apply 2435
San Pedro N.E. 10 a.m.-2 p.m., 5·8 p.m.
10124
FIHEEN STUDENTS NE'EDED. Good pay,
comfortable working ~onditions. Call Mark, 883·
5497.
10124
WANTL'D: WORKtSTLII)Y sccretary~20 hours per
week. Work afternoons, like classical music. For
Popular [interlainmcnt Committee. Joe, 277-5602.
10124
TELEPHONE RECEPTIONIST PART time or full
lime. Up to $4.00 per hour. No e~perience necessary.
Work with 20 others in exciting radio promotion.
llouscwive;, students, moonlighters. AM and PM
shifts available. Apply 2435 San Pc~ro N.E., 10 a.m.·
2 p.rn., 5·8p.m.
10124
PART-TIME HELP wanted-maids for apartment
complex. Call Mimi Sims, 293-4445.
10/20
PART-TIME JOII, graduate students only. Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to work Frida~ and
Saturday nights. Must be 21 years old, Apply in
person, no phone calls please. Saveway Liquor
Stores, at 57041.omas N.E., 5516 Menaul N.E. 1117
THE I.OilO IS. taking applications for salespeople
who will sell new accounts exclusively (No accounts
furnished.) Car absolutely necessary. Commission
only. Fill out an application at room 133 of Marron
lin !I; preferably leave resume.
tfn
OnRSJ.:AS JOBS-SUMMER/year round. Europe,
South America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $500$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write: IJC,
Dox 52, NMI Corona Del Mar, Ca. 92625.
IOi29

7.

TRAVEL

TWO ROLIND TRil' reservations AA to Denver.
leaving November 25th, returning November 30th.
$90.00 each. Info, call Dan, 298-5892.
10124

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

WORKING AND RECORDING band needs very
funky bass player. 256-3118.
illS
PART TIME & FULl. time, to $4.00 per hour. No
e~periencc necessary. Work with 20 others In exciting
radio promotion. AM and PM shirts available. Apply
2435 San Pedro N.E. 10 a.m.-2 p.m., 5·8 p.m. 10124
NINE IRISII SETTER cross puppies to give away.
Eight week~ old. 298·5750 after 5:30p.m.
10121
C'ASH! FOR USED cars and pick· ups! C'all Forrest
at255·9856, 2SS·9292, 268-7362.
11127

Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle

21 Heed
24 Insects
25 Abraham's
father
26 Aardwolf's
kin
27 Prepared
28 Greek Isle
29 Quickly
30 Wailed
31 Perdition
34 World: Fr.
37 Locate anew
39 Dead

42 Barracuda:
Var.
44 Weight unit
47 Ezra, e.g.
49 Wasted away
51 Spree
52 Distant
53 Adriatic port
54 Sale phrase
55 Watch part
56 Loki's son
57 Trickle
58 Shipped
60 Bustle

